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Evolution: The Erratic Path Towards
Complexity
Nick Barton1 and Willem Zuidema1,2

Artificial Life models may shed new light on the
long-standing challenge for evolutionary biology of
explaining the origins of complex organs. Real
progress on this issue, however, requires Artificial
Life researchers to take seriously the tools and
insights from population genetics.

A central goal of evolutionary biology is to explain the
origin of complex organs — the ribosomal machinery
that translates the genetic code, the immune system
that accurately distinguishes self from non-self, eyes
that can resolve precise images, and so on. Although
we understand in broad outline how such extraordinary systems can evolve by natural selection, we
know very little about the actual steps involved, and
can hardly begin to answer general questions about
the evolution of complexity. For example, how much
time is required for some particular structure to
evolve? In a recent paper, Lenski et al. [1] give an
intriguing example of how ‘digital organisms’ can
evolve. Their work suggests many lines of research,
which might shed new light on an old problem.
Complex systems — systems whose function
requires many interdependent parts — are vanishingly
unlikely to arise purely by chance. Darwin’s explanation of their origin is that natural selection establishes
a series of variants, each of which increases fitness.
This is an efficient way of sifting through an enormous
number of possibilities, provided there is a sequence
of ever-increasing fitness that leads to the desired
feature. To use Sewall Wright’s metaphor, there must
be a path uphill on the ‘adaptive landscape’ (Figure 1).
The crucial issue, then, is to know what variants are
available — what can be reached from where — and
what is the fitness of these variants. Is there a route by
which fitness can keep increasing? Population genetics
is not much help here. Given the geometry defined by
mutation and recombination, and given the fitnesses,
we can work out how a population will change, simply
by following the proportion of different types through
time. But understanding how complex features evolve
requires plausible models for the geometry of the adaptive landscape, which population genetics by itself does
not provide.
‘Artificial Life’ — the study of life as it could be —
provides a variety of such models. For instance,
Thomas Ray [3] developed a model called ‘Tierra’,
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where digital creatures are little computer programs
that copy themselves and compete with each other for
memory and processing time. Fitness here — just as in
the real world — is defined very indirectly by the rate of
self-replication of the creatures relative to others. Ray’s
creatures evolved strategies to hinder competitors and
even to parasitize other creatures. Karl Sims [4] created
a simulated physical world in which ‘digital creatures’
successfully evolve both their bodies and brains in
order to beat other creatures in a variety of tasks such
as swimming, walking and jumping. Lipson and Pollack
[5], in a recent follow-up study, actually made such
walking creatures as little robots and showed that the
evolved locomotion strategies work even in the real
world. Fitness in these models is defined implicitly by
the complex relation between brain and body architecture and the resulting way of moving.
In Lenski et al.’s recent study [1], the creatures
consist of a string of instructions, each instruction being
chosen from 26 possibilities. Like Ray’s creatures, the
instructions must implement self-replication in order for
the creature to have offspring. But like Simm’s creatures, they are also rewarded for performing a specific
task: they can replicate faster by manipulating information from the environment. Each organism receives two
random 32 bit strings as inputs, and is rewarded if it
produces an output string that matches one of nine
possible logical operations. For example, the logical
operation NAND (‘not and’) returns a 0 in the output
string only if the corresponding digits in the input
strings are both 1, and a 1 in all other cases.
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Figure 1.
The adaptive landscape shown here plots fitness as a function
of genotype. The graph illustrates a hypothetical example, in
which two genes have a continuous range of effects. Both real
and digital organisms have, in contrast, a discrete set of possible genotypes involving many more than two genes. Thus,
mutations can take them in very many directions. This high
dimensionality makes it more likely that there is some path
uphill to the ‘adaptive peak’ (see chapter 9 in [2]).
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Table 1. Rewards for performing logical operations.
Function name
NOT

Logic operation

Reward

¬A

2

¬(A and B)

2

AND

A and B

4

OR_N

(A or ¬B)

4

(A or B)

8

(A and ¬B)

8

NOR

¬A and ¬B

16

XOR

(A and ¬B) or (¬A and B)

16

EQU

(A and B) or (¬A and ¬B)

32

NAND

OR
AND_N

The ¬ symbol denotes negation (‘not’). Logic operations are
performed digit by digit on one or two input strings. Thus, when
applied to the input strings ‘110‘ and ‘011’, the operation AND
would yield ‘010’.

One of the 26 possible instructions in a creature’s
‘genome’ is a logic operation (NAND), whilst the others
perform various manipulations: copying, input/output,
and so on. Composite logic operations are valued
according to the number of elementary NAND operations needed to perform them. The most valuable is
EQU (‘equal’), which returns a 1 only if both input bits
are the same. This requires five NAND operations, as
well as other operations which move intermediate
results between registers. A hand-written program
required 19 operations to achieve EQU; a digital
organism needs additional code for replication.
Initially, 3600 identical organisms were set up, each
with 15 instructions that allowed replication, plus 35
dummy instructions. In each replication, point mutations
occurred at a rate of 0.0025 per instruction, and singleinstruction insertions or deletions occurred at a rate of
0.056 per genome. In one run, EQU evolved after 111
steps — a ‘step’ is counted whenever offspring differed
from parent along the successful lineage. In most cases
steps corresponded to single mutations, but eight steps
involved two or three mutations. Over a further 233
steps, the ability to perform additional logic operations
evolved, and so fitness increased further. The way in
which these organisms evolved was broadly as one
would expect. In particular, the evolution of EQU
depends on there being fit steps that lead up to it, as
allowed by the reward system shown in Table 1.
Lenski et al. [1] experimented with the computer
model in much the same way that geneticists experiment with model organisms, by changing the fitness
regimes and by knocking out instructions in the
evolved genomes one at a time to test their effect on
fitness. They were also able to do something that
geneticists usually cannot: trace back the evolutionary
history of the genome that first produced EQU. From
the results of this study, Lenski et al. [1] emphasise
one feature in particular: often, deleterious changes
are established along the path to evolution of EQU.
From a population genetics point of view this result
is less surprising than it may seem at first sight. One
expects some deleterious mutations to be picked up

by random drift in a population of only 3600 organisms.
Moreover, these digital organisms are asexual, so that
a deleterious mutation can be established if it occurs
together with a favourable mutation — ‘hitch-hiking’
[6,7] — or if a new mutation occurs that produces a fit
genotype when combined with the initially deleterious
mutation. In the example analysed by Lenski et al. [1],
most of the deleterious mutations along the lineage
leading to EQU only reduced fitness slightly, by less
than 3%, but two reduced fitness by more than 50%
and were only rescued by mutations which occurred
immediately afterwards — in one case, by the mutation
which first produced EQU. Moreover, that evolution of
EQU required the previous mutation, which initially
greatly reduced fitness. This pattern, of strong epistatic interaction, was seen in the final stages of three of
the 23 replicates in which EQU evolved.
So, in these simulations adaptation frequently
depends on the occurrence of double mutations, either
in the same generation, or in close succession.
Suppose that a particular deleterious mutation arises at
rate µ1 and reduces fitness by s. It is expected to
persist for 1/s generations [8], during which time mutations at another locus occur at rate µ2. If both occur
together, they confer a strong advantage, and are
picked up by selection. So, we expect a rate of accumulating these interacting pairs of µ1µ2/s, compared
with µ1 for single favourable mutations. The observation
that interacting pairs do get established quite frequently
tells us something about the relative abundance of
paths involving single mutations versus double mutations: possibly, once all single-mutation steps have
been explored, the population must wait until the rarer
doublets arise.
In Lenski et al.’s artificial organisms [1], the mutation
rate per site is quite high (0.0025), so that favourable
pairs can be picked up by selection at an appreciable
rate; this would be unlikely in most real organisms
because, in these, mutation rates at each locus are
low. There are, however, some biological examples in
which double mutations contribute to adaptation —
the first deleterious, the second favourable in combination. In general terms, Manfred Eigen [9] has argued
that evolving populations of RNA molecules form a
‘quasi-species’, with high diversity maintained by predominantly deleterious mutation away from a wild-type
sequence that is itself vanishingly rare. This diversity
allows the population to explore a larger fraction of
sequence space. More specifically, the secondary
structure of rRNA molecules can be determined
through the pattern of covariation of substitutions: if
one base changes, its partner changes soon after in
order to maintain base pairing. Here again, the first
change occurs by chance, in opposition to selection,
and is compensated by the second [10]. Lenski et al.
[1] do not explore the applicability of their model to
such issues.
Artificial Life models such as Lenski et al.’s [1] are
perhaps interesting in themselves, but as biologists
we are concerned here with the question of what
Artificial Life can tell us about real organisms. The
difficulty in answering this is that much work in this
field is rather isolated from traditional evolutionary
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biology. Well-established theories and methods from
population genetics and game theory are too often
ignored — Lenski et al.’s paper [1], although it
explores the evolutionary dynamics in some detail, is
no exception. There are, however, ways in which Artificial Life can benefit from evolutionary theory, and
vice versa. Can we understand exactly how complexity evolves in these artificial models? Can we find
general rules which describe the process? For
example, could we predict how long it is likely to take
for a function such as EQU to evolve, given mutation
rates and fitnesses? Here, there are population genetics principles which are helpful: the relative rates of
single versus double mutations that we discussed;
ideas about ‘hitch hiking’ [6]; Haldane’s ‘cost of selection’ [11]; and so on. As the entire fossil history of
digital organisms is preserved in the computer, it
really should be possible to understand their evolution
in quantitative terms.
But conversely, there are also potential benefits for
evolutionary biology. In population genetics and
evolutionary game theory, we design models to study
the success and failure of a predefined set of traits or
strategies in the struggle for life. But what are the
possible traits? And how well do they succeed in
particular environments with particular competitors?
These questions are ignored in traditional models —
they come in as parameters to be provided by developmental biology and ecology. For understanding the evolution of complex traits this is not satisfactory, because
these parameters are themselves shaped by evolution.
Evolutionary processes constantly shift the targets of
evolutionary optimization, create spatial patterns, turn
competitors into mutualists and create new levels of
selection. Artificial Life models of such phenomena (for
example, see [12–14]) promise to be useful for developing the concepts and techniques to deal with that challenge, but only if they are combined with the insights
from almost a century of population genetics.
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